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AMENABLE ACTIONS AND WEAK CONTAINMENT
OF CERTAIN REPRESENTATIONS OF DISCRETE GROUPS
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(Communicated by J. Marshall Ash)

Abstract. We consider a countable discrete group F acting ergodically on a

standard Borel space S with quasi-invariant measure p . Let n be a unitary

representation of T on L2(S, dp, «#") "nicely" related with S. We prove

that if T acts amenably on S then n is weakly contained in the regular

representation.

Let T be a countable discrete group acting (on the right) on a standard
Borel space S. Suppose that the action is ergodic with p as a quasi-invariant
probability measure on S. Let P(s, g) be the Radon-Nikodym cocycle of the

action, that is, P(s, g) — dfts$ ■ Construct a representation of T as follows:

(1) choose any Hilbert space %?,
(2) choose any (Borel) cocycle A(s, g) : S x G -> W(X) where ti(ßf)

denotes the group of unitary operators on ^,

(3) construct ß% = L2(S, dp, £?) with the usual inner product given by

(F,G) = js(F(s),G(s))rdp(s),

and finally define

(7i(g)F)(s) = P(s,g)lA(s,g)F(sg).

Observe now that although the group is not amenable it turns out that n is

weakly contained in the regular representation for many natural constructions.
In particular, this is true when

(a) T is a free group and S is its Martin boundary (see [K-S, Appendix]),
(b) T is a hyperbolic group and S is its boundary (see [A] and use the

techniques of [K-S]), and
(c) T is a lattice in a semisimple Lie group G and S - G/B is the maximal

Furstenberg boundary of G (see [Q-S, §4]).

Recall that a group is amenable if and only if every unitary representation of

T is weakly contained in oo7rreg (where nreg denotes the regular representation)

[H] and [Z3, Proposition 7.3.6].
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Zimmer introduced a class of Borel spaces which make a nonamenable group

G "look like" an amenable one when acting on them. These spaces are called
amenable (7-spaces (G is said to act amenably on them).

To see that cases (a) and (c) deal with amenable actions of Y on S recall
the following

Proposition [Z3]. Let G be a locally compact group, H a closed subgroup, and

Y a lattice in G. Then Y acts amenably on G/H if and only if H is amenable.

Case (c) follows since minimal parabolic subgroups of semisimple Lie groups

are amenable. For case (a) the reader should think of the free group acting on a

homogeneous tree as a discrete cocompact subgroup of the full automorphism

group G of the tree. The Martin boundary of Y is the set of all "ends" of the
tree, and it was proved by Nebbia [N] that the stabilizer (in G ) of an end is

amenable. Case (b) was proved by Adams in [A].
In this paper we shall prove the following

Theorem. Suppose that a countable discrete group Y acts ergodically on (S, p)

with quasi-invariant measure p. Suppose that the action is amenable. Then

every representation it constructed as above is weakly contained in nTeg.

We also believe that the converse is true; namely, we believe that if for every

Hilbert space %? the above-constructed representation (L2(S, dp, %?), it) is

weakly contained in 7rreg then the action is amenable.

Proof of the result. Denote by itieg the right regular representation of Y. Con-

struct JTreg ® n acting on £2(Y) <g> %ï . Recall that U : £2(Y) ® Xx — £2(Y, %?n)

given by

(Uf)(x) = it(x)f(x)

intertwines 7treg <g> it to itte% ® /, where / denotes the trivial representation.

Thus itTeg ® it is equivalent to a direct sum of copies of 7treg, and it is sufficent

to prove that it is weakly contained in 7£reg <8> it.

Fix any finite subset E of Y. Let F £ L2(S, dp,&). Inside £2(Y) ®
L2(S, dp, ßf) we shall construct a sequence of functions (fn)„^=o suc^ tnat

(ftreg® x(x)f„, f„) approaches (n(x)F, F) for x in E.

Identify t2(Y) ® L2(S, dp,ß?) with L2(S, dp, i2(Y)®ß?). Set f„(s) =
(p„(s)<g>F(s) where the </>„ are elements of

12(Y) ®L2(S, dp) = L2(S, dp, l2(Y)).

Compute

(tfreg ® n(g)fn , f„)

= i P(s, g)H^teg(g)<l>a(sg),4>n(s))titn(As, g)F(sg), F(s))¿rdp(s)
Js

and

(n(g)F, F) = j P(s, g)i(A(s, g)F(sg),F(s))¿rdp(s) .

In order to prove our result we need a sequence of functions <f>n(s, x) e

L2(S, dp, ¿2(Y)) such that £xer<i>n(sg, xg)<t>n(s, x) is weakly converging, in

L2(S, dp), to the function identically one on S.
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For amenable groups the existence of such a sequence is related to existence
of an invariant mean in (L°°(G))*.

An analogue of the invariant mean property was proved for discrete groups
by Zimmer in [ZI, Z2] in the case of an amenable action. The reader may take
the following as a definition of an amenable action:

Proposition 1 (Zimmer). Suppose that Y is a countable discrete group acting

ergodically on (S, p). Then S is an amenable Y-space if and only if there is a
norm one linear map a : L°°(S x Y) —> L°°(S) such that:

(1) <x(l) = 1, / > 0 implies o(f) > 0;
(2) if ACS is measurable, o(f • xp-^a) — o(/)Xa where p :S xY -> S is

the projection; and

(3) a(f'• g) = o(f)-g, where f-g(s,x) = f(sg,xg) and tj)-g(s) = q)(sg).

In [Zl] it is shown how to construct a once we know that the action of Y

on S is amenable. From these we may deduce other properties of a which

will be needed. For the reader's convenience we briefly recall the construction.

Let Üg :L2(SxY)^ L2(S x Y) be defined by

(Ügf)(s,x) = f(sg,xg)P(s,g)l ;.

For / £ L°°(S) define a multiplication operator Mf on L2(S x Y) by letting

(Mfh)(s,x) = f(s)h(s,x).

Let R denote the von Neumann algebra generated by {Üg,Mf} in

£%(L2(S x Y)). It was proved in [Z2] that if Y acts amenably on S then there is

a norm one projection and hence a conditional expectation P : 38(L2(S x Y)) ->
R.

Consider now the following decomposition for L2(S x Y). For f £ L2(S xY)

let fs(x) = f(sx, x)P(s, x)i. Then / —> /* fdp is a unitary isomorphism

of L2(S x Y) ~ f® ¿2(Y)dp. Further every element of R is decomposable

with respect to this direct integral decomposition. (Namely, Üg corresponds

to J®nKg(g) and Mf to J® fs where (fshs)(x) - f(sx)hs(x).) For every

/ £ L°°(S x Y) we have the multiplication operator Mf £ ¿%(L2(S x Y)). Now

P(Mf) is decomposable; hence, we can write P(Mf) = J® T¡ dp . Our map a
is now given by

(of)(s) = (Tf(âe),âe)eHr) ,

where 6e denotes the characteristic function of the identity e.
In particular, if F is an element of L'X(S) and we let F(s, g) - F(s) for

every g £ Y then

(i)    (oF)(s) = F(s);

furthermore, for every h £ L°°(S x Y)

(ii)   (ohF)(s) = (oh)(s)F(s) ,

since P(MnMF) = P(Mn)MF because F is an element of R.
In order to use our function a we need the Radon-Nikodym derivative

P(s, gp to be a bounded function of s for any fixed g. This, in general,
may or may not be true. However, we shall prove that it is always possible to

find a measure v equivalent to p, for which this is true.
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Lemma 1. Let Y be a discrete group. There exists a length function x -» ||x||

such that the cardinality of the sets {||x|| < N} is less than or equal to 3N.

Given such a length function choose K > 3 and set

v(E) = ^K~Mpx(E)   where Px(E) = p(Ex)

x&r

for every measurable E. Then v is equivalent to p and the Radon-Nikodym

derivative dfyf) is less than or equal to K^8^.

Proof. Choose any ordering {x„}£L0 for the elements of Y satisfying x0 = e.

Set

11*11 = inf \ £ nJ '■ X = XtXn2 ■ ■ ■ Xnj

It is immediate that || • || is a length function. Set <P(JV) = |t{x : \\x\\ = N} . We
observe that the number of strictly positive solutions (nx,n2,... ,nk) of the
equation

nx+n2-\-\-nk-N

is (NkZ¡) ■ Hence

*(N)<j:(Nk:iy=2.3»-x.

Finally

H{x : ||x|| <AT}<l+2 + 2-3 + --- + 2- 3*-1 = 3^ .

It is obvious from the definition of v and from the quasi-invariance of p that

v and p are equivalent measures. Let E be a measurable set. Compute

v(Eg) = 53a-'WI/í(£*x) = ^K~^-^+Mp(Egx)
xer xer

< K^^K-^x^p(Egx) = K^u(E) .

xer

This completes the proof.   D

From this point on we shall assume that the Radon-Nikodym derivative
P(s, g) is a bounded function of s for any given g.

Proof of the theorem. Let

P=i</»GL1(5xr)|</.(s,x)>0and   f ^¿(s, x)dp(s) = 1 I.

First of all observe that P is weak-* dense in the unit ball of (L°°(S xY))*.

Construct a linear functional a* on L°°(S x Y) by letting

**(/)= ¡(of)(s)dp(s)
JsIS

Recall that (h ■ g)(s, x) = h(sg,xg) and (y/-)g(s) = y/(sg)
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Choose h in L°°(S xY), e positive, and g in a finite set E of Y. First

of all we shall show that it is possible to find <j> £ Lx (S x Y) such that

(1.1) / [52(<l>(sg, XS) - (/>(s, x))h(s, x))dp(s) < e    for every g in E .

In fact, by property (c) of Proposition 1, we have

í(oh)(s)dp(s)= f(oh-g-l)(s)P(s,g-l)dp(s)   (because of (ii))
Js Js

= f(oh.g-xP(s,g-l))(s)dp(s).
Js

Hence it is possible to choose tf> £ Ll(S xY) so that

(1.2) I l(oh)(s) - (X>(5, x)h(s, x))dp(s)
xJ Ver '

<e

and

(1.3)

Js(oh-g-xP(s,g-x))(s) - ($>(*, x)h(sg~x, xg-x)P(s,g-x)yp(s) < €.

But

Js(j2<l>(s, x)h(sg~l, xg-l)P(s, g-l)^dp(s)

= fp(s,g-x)Yi<l>(s,xg)h(sg-l,x)dp(s)
Js TTt-

and letting ig-1 = s-i _ „/

/ Y\ <f>(sg, xg)h(s, x) dp(s)
Jsxer

Subtracting (1.3) from (1.2) we get (1.1)
Moreover, since <r(l) = 1, we may also require that for any given h' £ L°°(S)

(1.4) fh'(s)(l-J2<t>(s,x))dp(s)
Js xtr

<e

We shall use now Namioka's argument to pass from the weak to the strong

closure. Let F = LX(S) x Y[g€TLx(S x Y) = F0 x \~lgerFg where LX(S) and

each copy of Lx(SxY) has the norm topology. The weak topology on F is the

product topology for the weak topology on Ll(S) and on LX(S x Y). Define a

linear map T : P -* F by letting

(T(4>))Q = Y,<Ks,x)    and    (T(<f>))g = d>(sg, xg) - 4>(s, x).
xer
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Then (1.1) and ( 1.4) say that the point (1, 0, ... , 0... ) is in the weak closure
of T(P), and since T(P) is convex, it follows that the same point is in the

strong closure of T(P). Hence we can find a net of elements y/¡ £ P such that

]T Wj(s ,x)-*l   and   y/j(sg, xg) - y/j(s, x) - 0

strongly, respectively, in LX(S) and in LX(S xY).

Finally let <j)j(s, x) - y/y/j(s, x). By standard arguments

Ui • g - W\u{SxT) < IIV; ' -VjWviSxT)-

Choose any F in L2(S, dp, £?). Set f„(s, x) - (f>n(s, x) ® F(s). Let

G(s, g) = P(s, g)*(A(s, g)F(sg),F(s))r.

Since the set of functions F : S -> X such that ((it(g)F)(s), F(s)) is a

bounded function of s is dense in L2(5, dp, ^), we may assume that C7(i, g)
is a bounded function of 5 for any given g £ Y. We may also assume that

G(s, g) > 0. Observe that \\y/G(s, g)(</>„ ■ g - MWmsxr) -» 0. We have

\\y/G(s , g)(<f>H • g - (f>n)\\mSxr,

=     G(s, g)J2 y/n(sg, xg)dp(s) +    G(s, g)^ y/n(s, x)dp(s)
Js xer Js xer

- 2 / G(s, g) J2(<t>n(sg, xg)(f>„(s, x))dp(s).
Js xtv

But YsxeT Vn(s, x) converges to 1 in LX(S), and so does J^er Vn(sg, xg)

since \\y/„ • g - ^||Li(Sxr) -* 0. Hence,

G(s, g)y2(<pn(sg,xg)<t>n(s,x))dp(s)-+     G(s, g)dp(s).   D
Js x€r Js
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